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Minutes:                                                 2 Attachments 

 
Chairman Rust: Called committee to order. 
 
Senator Larson, District 30: Introduced SB 2129, see Attachment #1 for testimony. 
 
Senator Dwyer: I see there are some exemptions. 
 
(2:54) Senator Larson: Yes, I maybe should have called your attention to those exemptions. 
Like if you're riding in a parade for example and you're riding in the back of a pickup you're 
probably going 10 mph at most and there is plenty of supervision everywhere. So yes, there 
are some exemptions to this law. 
 
(3:35) Senator Clemens: Can we get a little background for giving an exemption for farming 
and ranching? I can see where most occupations could probably have a need for an 
exemption. 
 
(3:57) Senator Larson: When I was talking with the Sergeant who has extensive background 
in traffic he especially wanted to be able to provide for those things that just in the normal 
course of doing your work. With farming and ranching you might be having somebody in the 
back of a pickup that is going from one fence line or something. I really don’t know, I'm not a 
farmer. I don’t claim to know anything agricultural. We were just trying to address any of the 
exemptions that we thought might really be something that there may be a legitimate reason 
to have to use it. 
 
(5:09) Senator Clemens: The bill is saying that under the age of 18 in the open bed of a 
truck, flatbed on a highway, then it says “does not apply to a motor vehicle being driven in 
the course of farming.” So someone could legally drive down the highway at 70 mph, if they 
were going for parts let’s say, and someone could be in the back of their pickup, true? 
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(5:48) Senator Larson: I don’t think that’s a bad observation. I would be completely happy 
if you wanted to amend that out of the bill. If you feel like that’s something you want to do to 
get it through your committee, I would not oppose that at all. 
 
(7:07) Sergeant Tim Bleth, Traffic Section, Bismarck Police Department: See 
Attachment #2 for testimony. 
 
(11:12) Chairman Rust: You state that you are not able to take any corrective action 
 
(11:20) Sgt. Bleth: That is correct 
 
(11:21) Chairman Rust: If the pickup were driving a little recklessly, I'm just saying, they’re 
probably going a little faster than they should be, could you then take some action? 
 
(11:29) Sgt. Bleth: I can take action against the violation I observe, but just having them 
unrestrained in a pickup box because all seats are visibly taken I can’t take any action. I have 
to allow them to just drive by me. 
 
(11:42) Chairman Rust: I'm thinking of, well, I'm told that back in the younger days you might 
have somebody in a pickup who is driving a little faster than they should goes over a railroad 
track, somebody’s in back and gets catapulted out of it and you have yourself serious head 
injury or something like that. That is kind of what I was wondering about. If somebody is 
driving a little less cautiously then they should be even though they may be within the speed 
limit you still can be in such a place where you could be on the iffy side. There you could 
possibly cite somebody? The driver?  
 
(12:24) Sgt. Bleth: Its possible. We have done it in the past where we cited people for care 
required when we’ve seen an unsafe act with them driving. It’s very touchy though. It gets 
very technical in court with that law, because of the loophole that’s in there that says “if all 
seats are taken then they’re able to ride in the back of a pickup box.” 
 
(12:49) Chairman Rust: Excuse me, would you explain that? 
 
(12:51) Sgt. Bleth: In the seatbelt law, if all seats are taken it is legal for them to ride in the 
back of a pickup box. 
 
Chairman Rust: Are you saying its illegal now? 
 
Sgt. Bleth: It’s legal to ride because if all seats are taken then anybody can ride in the back 
of a pickup box. 
 
Chairman Rust: What if all seats are not taken, then what? 
 
Sgt. Bleth: Then we can take action. Then we can cite. 
 
(13:15) Chairman Rust: You can currently cite if there are seats open in a pickup if there 
are people in the pickup box? 
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(13:28) Sgt. Bleth: That’s correct, especially if it is a minor. If it’s a minor, we can because 
we can cite under the child restraint law. 
 
(13:37) Senator Dwyer: How do you know if they’re minors? 
 
(13:40) Sgt. Bleth: How do we know if they’re minors? We have to do that all the time with 
any child restraint violation that we see. It’s off of our observations, if they appear under the 
age of 18 anywhere in the vehicle, not restrained, then we have that primary law where we 
can stop and cite. 
 
(14:00) Chairman Rust: So basically what you're saying right now, probably in a parade you 
have kids in a pickup box and a driver in the pickup, nobody else, they’re illegal? 
 
(14:13) Sgt. Bleth: Are they illegal? In parades? Well, technically they are, but it’s   like 
anything else that we do its discretionary. So parades are usually the exemption. That’s why 
that was put in there. 
 
Chairman Rust: Usually the Exemption, but not in current law. 
 
(14:37) Senator Dwyer: Should it be just minors, should it maybe be for everybody? 
 
(14:41) Sgt. Bleth: I wanted it to be everybody. That was the original thought and as I worked 
with Senator Larson she stated she did not think she could get the bill passed if it was with 
all ages. I'm not sure who she conferred with, but she was told it should probably be amended 
to be just minors. I wanted it to be all ages, just because it’s unsafe for anybody to be 
unrestrained. I believe the seatbelt law should be everywhere in the vehicle should be 
buckled up. Not just because you're and adult that you don’t have to buckle up in the 
backseat. Because, I've seen adults unrestrained fly up into the front-seat or roll and get 
ejected you can kill anybody. A 200-pound person flying through a vehicle at 40 mph or rolling 
will a kill a child right next to them. 
 
(15:37) Senator Clemens: How do you feel about allowing any pickup or flatbed that’s 
involved in the course of farming, which is very broad. So are you ok with minors riding in the 
back of a pickup down the intestate? 
 
(16:08) Sgt. Bleth: It’s very broad. No, not at all. We were thinking about the farming 
exemption because I know that there’s 15 year olds, 16 year olds even sometimes 12 year 
olds that are lifting bales and baling; putting them in the pickup boxes while they just slowly 
move through the field and keep stacking bales. Also as you do fence lines you ride, they 
might be in the back just kind of sitting on the end gate and they just go to every fencepost 
and checking and tightening fence posts. I know that because I’ve been on farms, I've 
assisted on farms, so that’s the reason why it’s on there. I do not want anybody riding on any 
highway in the back of a pickup box. 
 
(16:54) Senator Clemens: So according to the bill it’s not restricting someone hauling hay 
bales out in the hay field. This is on the highways, roads, streets, alleys, so I guess I'm just 
trying to understand where this would interfere with farming or ranching. If it’s just limited to 
the highways and the roads and so forth. 
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(17:17) Sgt. Bleth: I don’t think it would interfere, and that was my intention, I did want it to 
interfere with any farming activities that needed to be. The common practice of loading the 
bales or hauling something back there. 
 
(17:35) Senator Clemens: So if we took out the farming exemption or ranching exemption, 
it really shouldn’t affect their operations, correct? 
 
(17:44) Sgt. Bleth: As long as it states on there “any highway road,” then it shouldn’t, no. 
 
(17:54) Senator Patten: Going back to the hunting question, is that more common than 
farming? 
 
(18:14) Sgt. Bleth: I didn’t agree with it, that’s why we didn’t add it. I did not want it in there 
for that, but I know it’s going to be a discussion when it comes to the floor. It’s going to be 
brought up, because we are such a hunting oriented community around here. I've done that 
myself, but as vehicles have gotten better, we’ve gotten 4-door pickups, SUVs that can haul 
8 people. That’s what I'm seeing now days out there hunting. I don’t see getting picked up 
nearly as much. If we just kept it with the minors, if it was absolutely needed that they had to 
haul an adult, put the minor in the front seat buckled up and the adult would have to ride in 
the back. That’s the one reason to address it, that the minor should always be inside. 
 
(19:16) Senator Patten: I didn’t see or hear what the penalty actually is. 
 
(19:20) Chairman Rust: $20 and 1 point. 
 
(19:23) Sgt. Bleth: We just went with the standard with the seatbelt laws with that. 
 
(19:36) Senator Dwyer: This isn’t really a question. I need to point out that I think the farming 
and ranching exemption is very important. Because numerous times we have 3 combines 
and 2 semis and we’re moving from one field to another, it might be one mile it might be a 
couple miles. So we just take one vehicle, take everybody over and everybody jumps in their 
outfit and we move. I wouldn’t want it to be a violation for those situations. 
 
(20:08) Chairman Rust: One of the things that I see, is I do some camping, and there are 
lots of boaters there. You see kids get in the back of a pickup as they go to a dock to launch 
a boat. Now sometimes that’s within the park, sometimes it’s a quarter mile away.  
 
(20:35) Sgt. Bleth: With the law, no it wouldn’t and that is one exemption had not thought 
about. But it’s still not a safe practice to allow them to ride in the back of the box of a pickup, 
anything can happen. It’s more common seeing them when you take the boat, they actually 
put them in the boat and they’re sitting in a seat and they’re getting hauled in the boat I've 
seen that more than riding in the actual box of the pickup. 
 
(21:08) Senator Patten: Along those lines, that still would be legal then, in the boat, correct? 
 
(21:11) Sgt. Bleth: In a boat would still be legal because. I just want to make it common 
sense. 
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(21:26) Senator Clemens: I think the boat thing is covered under a law that says you can’t 
be an occupant in a towed vehicle. Correct? 
 
(21:38) Sgt. Bleth: That’s correct, except for fifth-wheel campers and motorhomes. 
 
Senator Clemens: You can be? 
 
(21:49) Sgt. Bleth: In a fifth-wheel I believe you can, there are certain exemptions. It gets 
very technical with the fifth-wheel on what can and what can’t be. I highly suggest never 
doing that, that is so unsafe. It’s very unsafe towing something and having anybody back 
there. 
 
(22:16) Senator Clemens: So then if someone was sitting in the back of a boat, that’s 
already illegal, correct? 
 
(22:22) Sgt. Bleth: It’s illegal, but it’s been kind of one of those discretionary things. 
  

 
Chairman Rust: Closed hearing for SB 2129 
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Minutes:                                                 1 Attachment 

 
Chairman Rust: I would like to look at SB 2129. I have asked Sergeant Kadrmas to come 
back to us. One of the things we kind of need to understand is, what is really with seatbelts 
and minors. After looking through the law I thought I understood it pretty well. See 
Attachment #1 for information. 
 
Sergeant Kadrmas: You are correct, each front seat occupant in the vehicle needs to wear 
a seatbelt and that’s secondary for adults. 
 
Chairman Rust: So we’re driving down the road and David Rust has his 12-year old kid in 
the front seat beside him, he’s a football player, he’s not buckled in, you can stop me and 
issue me a citation because it’s primary for that child but it’s secondary for me? 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: Correct, so as a law enforcement officer I could stop you just for that child 
not being restrained, and then in turn say you’re not wearing yours also, I can issue you a 
citation for yours too. But if your grandson was wearing his seatbelt and you weren’t, I could 
not stop you. 
 
Chairman Rust: We’ve got to remember that if they’re a minor, it doesn’t make any 
difference where they are in the vehicle they have to have a seatbelt on. 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: Correct, and since we spoke here a couple of hours ago I have reached out 
to several other troopers and Sgt. Bleth who spoke here yesterday and he said he reread the 
law as well, and that his understanding as well as mine and the other individuals I talked to 
is that anybody that is under the age of 18-years old needs to be in a seatbelt or a child 
restraint. So if they’re in a pickup they cannot be riding in the back. 
 
Chairman Rust: Currently this bill deals with minors in the box of the truck or on a flatbed. 
Essentially the law says that they must be in a seatbelt. So right now you can cite the driver 
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for having a minor in the box of a truck. What I'm a little fuzzy on is what if all the seats are 
taken in the vehicle. 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: There was some conflicting opinion, but one of the more common things 
when I talk to individuals was, there’s nothing under 39-21-41.2 that allows that exemption 
when all seatbelts are taken they don’t have to be buckled in. There is no exception. 
 
Chairman Rust: They basically can’t be there. 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: They can’t be there. So if you're hosting a party with your kids and there’s 15 
kids you can’t pile them all into one vehicle, you need to have enough vehicles to assure that 
each one of those under the age of 18 is buckled-up properly. 
 
Chairman Rust: My thinking about this bill is that it is not necessary, you can’t do it now. 
The only thing that the bill does do is provide exceptions. 
 
Senator Clemens: Just to say it a different way, the bill we have in front of us is actually 
more lenient on seatbelts than current law. 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: Yes, you are correct. 
 
Senator Dwyer: So did Sgt. Bleth misunderstand the law then? 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: Talking to him today, he reread it, (inaudible) officers when they read it I think 
they’re just confused that there is exemption under 21-41.4 where it states that if all seatbelts 
are in use then those in the front seat don’t have to have one. So I think that officers 
unintentionally carry that over to the child restraints as was the case. 
 
Chairman Rust: Now adults obviously could ride in the back of a truck. 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: Correct, and a little bit of what Sgt. Bleth was telling me, I don’t know where 
the bill came from. I know it was introduced by Senator Larson, but a lot of his concern was 
when they’re at that age between 17 and 18-years old. You might still have some kids in high 
school that are 18-years old, this is occurring Friday and Saturday nights downtown. But after 
he read through it again, we agreed that the current law now would require those under 18-
years old not to ride in the back of a pickup. 
 
Chairman Rust: Is there a point deduction now, under current law? 
 
Sgt. Kadrmas: I'd have to double check. I don’t know off the top of my head. I can email you. 
 
Chairman Rust: We are correct basically that this law appears to expand the ability to ride 
in the truck box over what the law currently is, are we not? As I see this, there is a complete 
turn-around in this bill. The bill as we saw it I believe was one that was going to stop 
something that looked dangerous from happening and in essence we already have that and 
now we’re going to make it a little more dangerous. 
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Senator Patten: I can’t remember if we talked about the side-by-sides and the backs of 
those, if they fall under the same classification, if they’re licensed to drive down the highway 
or the road? 
 
Senator Dwyer: That would be my understanding. 
 
Chairman Rust: Sgt. Kadrmas let’s talk about hunting again. So we have 9 people and we 
have a pickup with 6 seatbelts in it, we have minors and adults. My understanding is you 
better put the minors inside the pickup and tell them to get a seatbelt on and the adults go in 
the box. 
 
Senator Clemens: I move a DO NOT PASS. 
 
Senator Fors: I second the motion. 
 
Senator Bakke: by passing SB 2129 we would be making it more legal for kids to be 
unbuckled than if we just leave it as it is, is that correct? 
 
Chairman Rust: Well, let’s suppose I'm a farmer and I have land at exit 93 and I also have 
land at exit 100 right beside the interstate. I believe that this bill would allow you if you so 
deemed you could have your children get in the pickup box, you could get on the interstate 
and drive 75 mph from exit 93 to exit 100 because of this bill but you would not be legal under 
current law. 
 
Senator Patten: The other components here under exemptions are parades, military or civil 
defense drills or exercises and medical emergencies. 
 
Chairman Rust: They use some discretion. They’re not going to cite somebody in a parade, 
but are they legal? No, probably not. (shared personal experience) 
 
Roll Call Vote Taken: DO NOT PASS motion passes 5-1-0. 
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